Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

8

QB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Cousins, Kirk

8-19-88 (29)

Scout Name (Last, First)

Kling, Trevor

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

MICHIGAN STATE (MIST)

12 -4TH- WAS

Washington Redskins

Games Played

Games Started

48

41

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

24

Positions Started Captain

50%

QB

Yes

2012, 2014, 2015, and 2016 no significant injuries. 2013: Wk 1 Foot Probable
2016 Pro Bowler, career highs 406 completions and 4,917 passing yards; 2015 career high
29 TDs

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

6025

214

4.93

1.71

MEASURABLES
Arm
Hand
Vert

31.75 9 7/8

28.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.05

4.5

109"

N/A

Tapes Viewed

2016: at NYG 9/25, at BAL 10/9, MIN 11/13, at DAL 11/24, at PHL 12/11

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Competitive Toughness, Accuracy (Short & Intermediate), Arm Strength, Extend Plays

SCHEME FIT

Deep Ball Accuracy, Poise, Redzone Decision Making
Starting QB you can win with; Good arm strength and accuracy to consistently make the
short and intermediate throws, ability to extend plays and competitive toughness
teammates can rally around. He does display inconsistent deep ball accuracy with adequate
poise against pressure and adequate redzone decision-making.
He is best suited for an offense that utilizes short and intermediate passing concepts with
the mix of play action.

SUMMARY
5th season, started 41 of 48 career games with 16 starts in 2016. 3rd season under HC Jay Gruden and OC Sean
McVay in an offense that features short and intermediate passing while mixing in a healthy dose of play action
for deep passes. Solid height and weight with a firm build, good hand size with marginal arm length. Solid AA
displayed by solid agility, COD, explosiveness, quickness, and good balance. Good mental processing pre snap,
consistently points out Mike, makes adjustments and audibles to put the offense in the best chance for success.
From under center or in the Gun shows good footwork in his drop. Good ability to setup quickly, with 1 and 3
step drops hits and throws with good release speed. For 5 and 7 step drops he works through his progression
with good mental processing and demonstrates solid decision making for ½ and full field reads working from
high to low showcasing solid play speed. Good arm strength has the power to drive the ball downfield with the
ability to fit it in small windows especially with deep in and out breaking routes, also uses good torque to follow
through on his passes and deliver it with velocity. Good short and intermediate accuracy, he leads the receiver
putting the ball on the upfield shoulder and hip giving his man the ability to gain YAC. Displays good accuracy
when throwing to stationary targets and solid accuracy while on the run. He has solid touch on short and
intermediate throws knowing when to take velocity off certain passes. Solid ability between the 20’s at
protecting the ball from defenders, he throws it where his receivers have the best chance to make the play.
Good ability to extend plays, he’ll step up into the pocket and scramble if need be keeping his eyes downfield to
make the necessary throw with good arm strength and solid accuracy. Good physical toughness will stand in to
make the throw against blitzing defenders and take the hit. Solid mental toughness consistently completes 3rd
down throws to convert, and solid ability in the 4th quarter to make plays. Solid play strength has the ability to
shrug off potential sacks along with not getting tripped up with defenders around his feet. Adequate decision
making in the redzone, he will try to make a play throwing into coverage risking a turnover. Needs to protect
the ball better in the pocket with both hands when scrambling to avoid defenders strip sacks. Adequate deep
accuracy inconsistent at hitting the receivers in stride and on the appropriate shoulder, he’ll over throw his
target. Adequate accuracy in protecting his receivers, he will lead guys into contact. Adequate in the redzone
with accuracy, he will force throws into double coverage. Adequate Poise, when pressured he will make
adequate decisions with lobbing passes up for grabs, and he is inconsistent with his mechanics by falling away
from throws and throwing off his back foot. Starting QB you can win with; Good arm strength and accuracy to
consistently make the short and intermediate throws, ability to extend plays and competitive toughness
teammates can rally around. He does display inconsistent deep ball accuracy with adequate poise against
pressure and adequate redzone decision-making.

